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EDITORIAL
In this issue we have some interesting comments about a gathering
in 1983 from Roger Stanley and John Morrissey, plus notes from
Council and from the ever-active Broken Hill Branch.
This issue contains two lengthy articles concerning land tenure
and administration - topics that continue to attract the attention,
and often the ire of those associated with the arid lands. Paul Aland
makes the point that Government involvement in rangelands is here to
stay, but that land users should be more actively involved in the work
of the landlord.
Michael Young issues the challenges that face arid land administration and draws particular attention to the need to build a system that
encourages the land users to develop the best long term use patterns
and practices. I will be surprised if these two articles do not
stimulate some further comments - after all that is what RMN is for!
Please take note of the message regarding Subs for 1982, or this
could be your last RMN - what a terrible prospect!

NOTES FROM COUNCIL (OR, NEWS FROM ALICE FRIEDEL SPRINGS)
Subscriptions
Money heads the list.

Please note that:1982 SUBS NOW DUE

(Editor's note:

come on you lot, look at your cheque butts.)

Members who have not paid their 1982 subscriptions are reminded
that subscriptions fall due on January 1st of each year and must be
paid by the 31st March to ensure continued membership. People with an

"
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F81 highlighted on their address label are asked to send either $20.00
(full membership to both the Australian Rangeland Journal and Range
Management Newsletter) or $10 (partial membership to the Range Management
Newsletter) to Ms. V. Chewings, Subscriptions Secretary, C/- CSIRO,
P.O. Box 2111, ALICE SPRINGS, N.T. 5750 to continue their membership.
Conference Papers
The society has a supply of Working Papers left from the Third
Biennial Conference held in Alice Springs last September. These are
available at a cost of $6.00 each plus postage. Please contact:
Ken Shaw
Australian Rangeland Society
P.O. Box 2134,
Alice Springs, N.T. 5750.
Annual General Meeting
This meeting will be held on Friday, May 28 at 1.30 p.m. at:Conference Room,
CSIRO Central Australian Laboratory,
ALICE SPRINGS, N.T.
the
AGM~

(Humble apologies from the tardy editor if you get this RML after
The editor wil try to improve.)

The Council will remain in the Northern Territory for the next
year as no nominations were received for positions other than the
Western Australian vice-president. As those of you whose 1982
subscriptions were received by the 30th April will know, two nominations
were received (Ron Hacker, Ray Perry) and a postal ballot has been
held. Results will be announced at the AGM and the successful candidate
will become President in 1983.

QUEENSLAND INQUIRY
On 20th April, Council received a letter from the Committee
reviewing Department of Primary Industries services in Western Queensland.
The Committee sought submissions on "the research and extension needs
of graziers in the South West, Central West, North West and Maranoa
Regions of the State who have sheep interests" and on "the utilization
of grazing lands in these Regions and the Departmental services necessary
to maximise economic production consistent with conservation of resources".
The Committee was to "formulate recommendations as to the major directions
for future (DPI) activities in the research, extension and administrative
fields, and in the regulatory field as it affects the other three
fields".
Council of the A.R.S. believed this Committee's brief to be most
important but was unwilling to impose individuals to develop a case
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and submit it to Council for approval in time for the closing date of
1st June 1982. Consequently, Queensland members of A.R.S. were
circularised and asked to make individual submission if they wished,
except where they were already known to be contributing. A few other
potentially interested members were also approached. Apologies to
anyone who was overlooked, or who was already preparing submissions.
The address for submissions is:
The Secretary,
Committee Reviewing Departmental Services
Western Queensland,
Extension Services Section,
G. P . 0., Box 46,
BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND 4001.

NOTES FROM BROKEN HILL
BROKEN HILL BRANCH ALIVE AND WELL
From:

Roger Stanley
Secretary,
Broken Hill Branch.

Absence of publicity in recent editions of the Newsletter could
well lead readers to believe that the Broken Hill Branch has scaled
down activities. To the contrary Branch activities have continued as
usual and I feel confident in stating that we are the most active and
successful branch of the Society. (I would be pleased though to see
this proved wrong!)
Since last writing, the Branch has held another successful seminar,
on "Improving the Productivity of Merino Sheep", in May 1981, with
attendance by 150 local graziers. Proceedings of the seminar may be
printed by the New South Wales Department of Agriculture, but we are
not sure yet and will let you know in a future issue.
We try to hold both a field activity and a seminar each year, and
last year the field day involved the Branch hosting a bus load of
Barrier Environment Group (BEG) people (the local greenies) on a tour
of our President Bill Bolton Smith's station "Wilangee". This followed
on from a suggestion made after the highly successful BEF forum, "Is
the West Darling Becoming a Desert"? and was designed to give both
groups an opportunity to get together and to appreciate opposing
views. In particular we hoped to give BEG members an appreciation of
the grazing industry and how it functions in the arid zone. We had
lunch and a billy tea out in the "back paddock", followed by a delicious
barbecued tea of saltbush mutton courtesy of Bill. To many a highlight
of the day was the screening of a 90 minute film put together by Bill,
showing 30 years of history of Wilangee, through drought, flood,
fires, good times and bad. Western Lands Commissioner Dick Condon
came along and was able to relate his experiences as a young soil
conservationist with the Soil Conservation Service of New South Wales
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in that area in the mid 1950 1s. According to Dick the country has
improved since then. The day was an outstanding success.
Our next involvement will be with the Australian Conservation
Foundation Conference, "Focus on Australia1s Arid Lands ll , in Broken
Hill from 21st to 25th May this year. We will be lending assistance
to BEG, who are organising a one-day field trip in the middle of the
conference, and also hope to screen Bill Smith1s film on one evening.
No doubt you will see Australian Conservation Foundation publicity
about the conference. It will be a most important meeting, as the
National Conservation Strategy for the arid lands will be discussed.
Further information can be obtained from The Director, Australian
Conservation Foundation, 672b Glenferrie Road, HAWTHORN, VIC. 3122.
Registration Fee is $75.
Unfortunately, we have found it necessary to postpone the seminar
on "Water Supply in the Rangelands ll which was to be held on Tuesday,
June 8, 1982. Due to a critical shortage of government funds, key
speakers on the seminar programme have indicated that they will be
unable to attend this financial year. A decision has been made to
postpone the seminar for approximately twelve months, and the new date
has been tentatively set at Thursday, June 2, 1983.

IDEAS FOR A.R.S. ACTIVITIES IN 1983
We have received two contributions on the subject of liTo Confer
or Not to Confer ll in 1983. Roger Stanley casts his vote for regional
conferences in 1983 and John Morrissey has made a concrete suggestion
for a regional gathering in W.A. at Carnarvon in 1983. We hope to
have comments from Bill Low as to the questionnaire results in the
next RMN.
From:

R.J. Stanley - Broken Hill

It would seem to me that the questions posed by Peter Wright (on
participation by land users at the A.R.S. Biennial Conference) and
Bill Low (on the need for a 1983 conference) in the last newsletter,
are somewhat related. I would suggest that there were perhaps three
major reasons for the poor Alice Springs attendance by owner-managers
time, cost and location.
Many pastoralists in this area cannot afford more than one or
two days away from their work, even during the winter months, to
attend a conference, and like everyone else they are "feeling the
pinch", so no doubt when digging into their own pockets for a trip
away there are other higher priorities. Of course the story is
different for salaried public servants.
I see no improvement in the situation while even our conferences
are held in isolated and sparsely populated centres such as Alice
Springs (or Western Australia in 1983?). Probably the conference best
attended by land users was the first, held in Broken Hill, where
properties are much smaller and the population is much greater.
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Consequently travel and accommodation costs and the time input required
for local efforts of the then President, Dick Condon, also contributed
significantly to the excellent land-user reponse.
However I am not advocating that the A.R.S. avoid sparsely populated
areas when allocating the conference, and I do not think that there is
any obvious solution to the problem.
Land user involvement in the A.R.S. is probably best attained
through regional branches (not "chapters" please!), and in the light
of the crowded programme of the next few years I have given my vote to
regional (not necessarily state) mini-conferences.
Nevertheless the W.A. group should be given the right to decide,
based on the results of the questionnaire. The availability of funds
could well be a critical factor.
I would suggest that mini-conferences, if they are held, be
somewhat less formal gatherings of 1-2 days duration, within areas of
similar interest not necessarily confined to State borders. Current
problems (physical, social or economic) could be discussed, with
emphasis given to contribution by producers. Members of the A.R.S.
executive should attend to update the "rank and file" on current
developments in the society and to encourage the formation of regional
branches where they do not already exist.
From:

J. Morrissey - Carnarvon

The programme of national and international conferences to discuss
rangeland affairs from 1982 until 1985 may tax the resources and
enthusiasms of the A.R.S. membership, particularly those members in
the Western half of the continent. Perhaps maintenance of the links
between A.R.S. members would be better served if 1983 was a year of
regional or state-based activities.
There have been two memorable meetings between pastoralists and
range scientists/bureaucrats in W.A. and both of these meetings certainly
served the objectives of A.R.S. Though A.R.S. members were involved
on both occasions the events were not formally sponsored by ~he
society.
Perhaps 1983 is the year when A.R.S. should sponsor a gathering of
potential and active society members.
The two highlights were in my view the 1976 Australian Arid Zone
Research Conference and the 1980 "Pathways for Pastoralists" Seminar.
Both of these functions were supported by the Pastoralists and Graziers
Association of W.A.
I believe it would be appropriate if A.R.S. were the liaise with
the Pastoralists and Graziers Association and explore the possibility
of a one day seminar to coincide with the Pastoral Week celebrations
planned for the winter on 1983 in Carnarvon.
The 1981 Pastoral Week attracted pastoralists from all regions of
the W.A. pastoral areas and it is likely to continue as a major event
for the pastoral industry in W.A.
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This suggestion
rangeland by grazing
climate should be an
aspects of rangeland

does place considerable emphasis on the use of
industries. However the superb Carnarvon winter
incentive for those members interested in other
use!

SECOND INTERNATIONAL RANGELANDS CONGRESS

ADELAIDE, 1984

Peter Joss from Deniliquin writes:
"There has been a good response to the first circular and over
two hundred titles have been submitted for consideration as invited
papers. The deadline for these is June 30.
Convenors have been appointed to manage all symposia. Details of
convenors, assistant convenors, plenary speakers, and program details
will be announced in the second circular, to be prepared in July.
Following requests from UK, American ranchers and local pastoralists
it has been decided to include a one-day session in the congress for
arid and semi-arid lands primary producers. The committee is seeking
opinions on how this session should be organised, content, speakers,
etc.
To ensure that every interested person receives the 2nd circular,
the reply card in the first circular should be returned to the Congress
Secretary, even if you don't have a paper for consideration as an
Invited Paper."
Peters address is:
Cj CSIRO
Private Bag,
DENILIQUIN, N.S.W. 2710.

QUOTES
When an old-timer in the Club Hotel, Wiluna was asked
whether it would rain he replied
"Maybe it will, or maybe it won't, and I
should know because I have live here for
the last thirty years".
and on the same subject
"There may be a God, but he knows
dam-all about rainfall distribution".
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FEATURES
Welcoming Address to A.R.S. Third Biennial Conference .....
P. Aland,
Executive Officer, Land Commission of N.T.
and
Chairman, Soil Conservation Advisory Council for N.T.
I felt it appropriate that I should give an overview of legislation
affecting the rangelands as well as providing an historical and statistical
background for those of you newcomers to the Centre.
Before turning to legislation I would like to comment on several
attitudes I have come across in the last few months.
The first is reflected in an article by the Modest Farmer in the
Bulletin of the 15 September. The crux of his article is that "The
Australian Scene is littered with the bleached bones of past Government
planning failures". He added that he would hate to have any Minister,
however dedicated, telling him where to invest his money. A Minister
could tell other people but not him. Whilst I definately disagree
with his final statement that government couldn't plan a booze-up in a
brewery - (I'm sure we could achieve that in the N.T. very successfully),
I feel his general arguments whilst biased towards marketing, reflect
a general reluctance by landholders towards government involvement
with primary development. I am sure that most farmers and pastoralists
accept the role of government to provide infrastructure, research,
controls over pest and disease, and custodianship of the land, but
they tend to be apathetic if they have to contribute in such a way as
to interfere with their own personal financial or managerial programmes.
The second example I would like to mention was an incident that
took place at the 2nd Australian Soil Conservation Conference at
Tamworth in May. The Conference was structured similarly to this one,
and consisted of bureaucrats, technocrats and entrepreneurs. Following
heated debate on cost benefit analyses, a farming representative from
South Australia leapt to his feet and said "No one will tolerate being
told how and when to do something". He was defending his home area
farmers who had just been referred to as recalcitrant in relation to
undertaking soil erosion control measures. On reflection, the farmers
rep acknowledged the need for the remedial measures, and pointed out
that the desired result could best be achieved by better extension
methods rather than through coercion.
The 3rd example I wish to refer to is the rumour floating around
the N.T., that Government Policy is to exploit the country by grazing
and mining and after it is ruined hand it over to tourism. The persons
who tout this rumour have little appreciation of government controls
in force and I am sure that speakers at this conference will convince
you of the inaccuracy of this rumour. The need for improved P.R. is
obvious, as much with the public as with the rangeland managers. This
could be a topic worth airing at the next conference.
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Legislation relating to use of Land is vested in the Departments
of Lands, Primary Production, Transport and Works and the Conservation
Commission.
Since
amendments
is now 150
hobby farm

the last Biennial Conference there have been significant
to the Crown Lands Act. The maximum size of Freehold grant
sq. kilometres. This in effect includes all urban and
blocks and most previous agricultural leases.

Following the inquiry into Pastoral Land Tenure in the Northern
Territory by the "Martin Committee", there are amendments currently
before the Legislative Assembly to incorporate their principal
recommendations into the Crown Lands Act. It is proposed that the
Pastoral Lease may be granted as a perpetual pastoral lease or for a
term not exceeding SO years. The perpetual pastoral lease would be
granted subject to the lessee fulfilling development conditons, and
satisfying the Land Board he "Has taken reasonable steps to eradicate
or reduce the incidence of tuberculosis and brucellosis among his
stock". A further condition is that the lessee will grant an easement
for providing reasonable access to members of the public to watercourses
or lakes within a pastoral lease, including access to, and use of,
defined recreational areas adjacent to such watercourses or lakes.
The leases are still subject to regulation by appropriate legislation
such as the Control of Waters Act, the Soil Conservation and Land
Utilization Act and Ordinances pertaining to Pest and Disease Control,
as well as the Planning Acts where applicable.
The "Martin Committee" recognized that some pastoral land is
likely to be capable of being used for additional or other purposes.
This included development for agricultural pursuits and tourism.
Amendments to Section 40 of the Crown Lands Act propose provisions for
fines for non compliance of Sections of the Act rather than forfeiture
of existing lease, as was the case previously. The overall result of
these amendments appears to facilitate multiple usage of land but
ensures that adequate controls shall be maintained. I do not intend
to pursue this subject further as it should be covered during the
session on land tenure.
The Soil Conservation and Land Utilization Act administered by
the Conservation Commission of the Northern Territory has sanctions
for the protection of land against soil erosion:- declarations of
areas of erosion hazard, soil conservation orders and restricted use
areas are examples of legislation that are in force. They have been
applied to the pastoral industry, the agricultural industry and the
mining industry. There are also provisions for cost sharing and
provision of loans and assistance for carrying out Soil Conservation
measures. Along similar lines of assistance, the Federal government
has amended the Taxation Act to allow concessions for expenditure by
the Land holder on Soil Conservation measures.
The Conservation Commission also administers the Territory Parks
and Wildlife Act and the Forestry Act. The Parks and Wildlife Act has
provisions for the declaration of Parks and Reserves (Section 12) and
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allows the Commission to enter into negotiations and agreements with
Aboriginal Land Councils (Sec. 73) and Landholders (Sec. 74) in relation
to schemes for the protection and conservation of wildlife in, and the
protection of the natural features of, their lands. There are some
96,000 hectares of Parks and Reserves under Commission Management.
There are a number of landscapes in the Arid Zone in which the
potential exists for nature conservation programmes to co-exist with
other pursuits. Currently, Wildlife Research personnel are undertaking
management programmes aimed at conserving Mala and Bilby colonies in
the Tanami with the co-operation of traditional owners. The Commission
is committed to establishing a mosaic of reserves throughout the N.T.
to ensure adequate conservation of our unique wildlife and landscapes.
I do not intend to go into any detail on the Control of Waters
Act or any legislation administered by the Department of Primary
Production. This legislature should be common to all States, and
although there may be some variations, I have not heard of any
significant variation.

(Editor's note: The above address had been shortened to only include
those items related to arid land administration. A full copy of the
address is available from the editor.)

Recent development in Australian arid land administration, management
and tenure
M.D. Young, Deniliquin

The situation
Together, domestic livestock, feral animals and wildlife have
degraded much of Australia's rangelands. Much of the damage is
historical, but some is still occurring. The challenge facing us
today is to stop further degradation and, wherever possible, reclaim
that which we have lost. I say this because I believe that land is
the basis of everything. We hold it in trust for future generations.
In all things the interests of the land must come first and the interests
of man second.
The Challenge
If Governments are to take up this challenge then
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they must allocate rights to people in a manner which fosters
such an attitude;
enact legislation which will enable its land administrators
to take up the challenge;
appoint land administrators who are respected by land users,
who are able to lead their colleagues and who understand the
nature of land; and
give them the resources and the support necessary to transfer
the challenge into reality.
No Australian Government has yet put all these 4 factors together
and given credibility to the statement that arid land degradation must
be prevented.
History
The more productive parts of Australia's arid lands have been
grazed by pastoralists for approximately 100 years. Initially all the
people using these lands - Aborigines, pastoralists, prospectors, were isolated and inter-dependent. This was a period when it was
hoped that it would be possible to farm these lands and when people
believed that it was wrong for anyone to own large tracts of land. As
each land use was extensive and as conflict was minimal, joint, rather
than multiple, leasehold tenure sturctures evolved. Today by historical
accident, rather than through good planning, almost all of arid pastoral
Australia is still held and managed through a leasehold tenure system.
Present tenures
In Queensland it is now possible to obtain a restricted freehold
title to semi-arid grazing land. Elsewhere, with the exception of the
perpetual leases found in most of western New South Wales and some
parts of Queensland, all pastoral leases run for between 30 and 50
years. The terminating nature of these leases implies that Governments
are not certain that pastoralism is the most appropriate use for these
lands and finds it necessary to reallocate or change the purpose to
which at least part of these lands are put. In law there is no guarantee
that the lessee may continue to use all of the land which he regards
as his.
Changing perceptions
Interest in pastoral lands is changing
urban people are visiting them in growing numbers and becoming
concerned about their condition;
others are pressing for greater conservation of and greater
access to; and
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Aboriginies are v01c1ng their interest in and concern for
what they consider are their lands.
Our perceptions of pastoralism and pastoral land are changing and
creating new feelings of uncertainty and insecurity amongst pastoralists.
In light of this it is not surprising that the last five years have
brought an era of radical change to arid land administration, management
and tenure throughout Australia.
The last five years
Since 1976 we have seen
the introduction of an Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern
Territory) Act;
an inquiry into the present and future pastoral industry of
Western Australia;
an inquiry into pastoral land tenure in the Northern Territory;
the introduction of a Pitjantjatjara Land Rights Act in
South Australia;
an inquiry into pastoral land administration, management and
tenure in South Australia; and
substantial amendments to the constraints placed on the
ownership of land in Queensland.
Aboriginal land
The Aboriginal Land Rights (N.T.) Act has enabled Aborigines with
traditional ties to non-urban and un-alienated Crown land to lodge a
claim for ownership of it, and if in the opinion of the Aboriginal
Land Commissioner the claim is valid, and with the approval of the
Federal Minister of Aboriginal Affairs, obtain a restricted freehold
title. The title is held in trust and may not be mortgaged or sold.
As such it would be an entirely unsatisfactory pastoral tenure.
Nevertheless the word "freehold" has created dissatisfaction amongst
many pastoralists who only hold a temporary interest in similar land.
The Northern Territory Act also instructs the Aboriginal Land
Commissioner to inquire into the likely extent of traditional land
claims to pastoral land and having done this to establish and maintain
a register of them. Observing these changes in Aboriginal rights
pastoralists now seek an equivalent degree of security. More recently
the South Australian Government has introduced the Pitjantjatjara Land
Rights Act which makes similar provisions for aborigines in the North
West corner of South Australia. These changes are causing some
pastoralists to wonder if their leases will be renewed when they
expire. If they conclude that renewal is unlikely then they have not
incentive or reason to continue to care for the long term future of
the land they are using.
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Western Australian study
In 1977 the Western Australian Cabinet established a study in an
attempt to overcome the severe drought induced economic problems of
their pastoral industry. Its Study Group first reported late in 1977
and issued a final report in April 1979. They pointed out that
pastoral land had been degraded;
the extent of the degradation has seriously affected the
capacity of the land to support grazing animals; and
significant numbers of pastoralists were in serious financial
trouble.
They concluded that changes were necessary to create a pastoral industry
with a vigorous and productive future.
The W.A. Group's recommendations included a scheme to assist
pastoralists to acquire non-viable adjoining pastoral leases; an
increase in the maximum size of any interest in pastoral holdings from
1 million acres to 2 million hectares; a state-wide monitoring system
for determining trend in pasture condition; and less severe penalties
(fines). The Group also saw a need for a more independent 7 man
Pastoral Board to replace the present 4 man Pastoral Appraisement
Board.
In 1980 after receiving public comments the Western Australian
Government
rejected the recommendation to increase the maximum size to
2 million hectares and only increased it to 500,000 hectares
(1.235 million acres);
decided to change the name of the Pastoral Appraisement
Board to the Pastoral Board and add an extra pastoralist to
it; and
commenced discussions on Pastoral Board zone advisory councils.
alter the rent review period of leases from 10 to 7 years.
appointed an Executive Officer to the Pastoral Board.
To date none of the Study Group's land management recommendations have
been implemented.
Northern Territory pastoral land tenure
In 1980 the new Northern Territory Government appointed a Committee
to inquire into the most appropriate form of tenure for its pastoral
lands. The Committee's terms of references precluded consideration of
administrative matters. The Committee recommended

,
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that a land tenure system be introduced which provided
incentive to pastoralists who developed their land and
penalties to those who do not; and
that any pastoralists who made a genuine effort to achieve
and maintain the status of being free from tuberculosis and
brucellosis be granted greater security of tenure.
Significantly their report indicates that the temptation to wait until
a term lease expired before reallocating its land leads to unwise. and
inappropriate land use. They recommended that when their Government
wished to change the way land is being used or is allocated they
should act immediately using their powers of acquisition or resumption
(which requires the payment of full compensation) and not wait until a
lease expired. In the Northern Territory responsibility for preventing
land degradation rests with other legislation.
The Committee was not convinced that the unrestricted holding of
pastoral land was in the best interests of the Territory and recommended
that the retention of the 1.3 million hectares limit with an option
for the Minister to increase this to the then proposed increase in
Western Australia to 2 million hectares.
To encourage free enterprise they recommended that the nature and
location and extent of future development be left to landholders and
that lessees not be required to seek permission to mortgage a holding.
To improve public access a 30 metre public reserve along all water
courses and a study to develop a method of providing access to these
areas was recommended.
Finally, having considered all of the above (and much more) they
recommended the introduction of a perpetual leasehold tenure for those
pastoralists who had developed their land and met the disease eradication
requirements.
Since then the Committee's report has been released for public
comment; it has been suggested that the Minister be able to grant
public easements to reserves along watercourses, and to enable greater
debate the legislation which would be necessary to implement the
Committee's recommendations has been tabled in Parliament.
South Australian inquiry
Following the Northern Territory inquiry the South Australian
Government established an interdepartmental working group to identify
any appropriate statutory or administrative amendments for the more
effective administration of the arid land tenure system and the dog
fence.
Significant recommendations included
the establishment of a new Authority responsible for all
arid land matters within the Department of Lands and all
those aspects not managed by other Departments;
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the system of 42 year leases be retained with a change to
enable an application to be made to renew a lease at any
time during the last 21 years, rather than during the 7th
to last year of a lease; and
rent reviews, lease expiry and covenant reviews should be
synchronized.
In common with the Western Australian study, the Group identified a
need to establish a far better monitoring system and a need to make
land administration more effective.
The Group went on to suggest that a comprehensive examination
of all arid lands be undertaken. After that examination a majority
went on to suggest that consideration should be given to introducing
continuous leases with periodic covenant reviews.
To encourage conservation it was suggested that there should be
no minimum stocking rate, that resumption for cultural and heritage
purposes be possible and that it be possible to lower pastoral rents
in areas where public access or resumption effected pastoral income.
South Australia is the only state which determines the maximum
number of stock which may be carried on any lease. The Group felt
that these maxima should be retained and that the Authority should be
able to change them when necessary.
In South Australia the public's right to have access to pastoral
lands is poorly defined and the subject of much debate. Legislative
changes to protect pastoralists' property and interest were proposed
and, to enable access to be managed, a majority went on to recommend
that access be reserved to the Crown and unfettered access be granted
along practical routes to points of public interest.
The South Australian report has been released for public comment
and is now with the Minister of Lands.
Queensland ammendments
Earlier this year the Queensland Government amended its land Act
by transferring most of the work done by its Commissioner's Court to
Committees of Review which consist of a member of the Department of
Lands and two people with experience in the best use for the land
being considered. The amendments also removed area restrictions from
Grazing Homestead Freeholding Leases. Prior to the amendments
individuals could not hold substantially more than one living area
under these tenures. The titles issued are still restricted to
individuals and may not be held by companies. As an area restrictions
still apply to Grazing Selections and all forms of Pastoral Holding
these amendments imply that the Queensland Government now believes
that the most appropriate form of tenure for developed pastoral land
in their more productive semi-arid areas is either a restricted freehold
title or perpetual lease held by individual people. (In Queensland
less productive developed arid lands are usually held under 30 year
preferential pastoral holding lease.)

•
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Land tenure
The first and primary role of all land tenure systems is to
allocate specific rights to people to use land on either a permanent
or temporary basis. As indicated earlier, some people believe that
there are more appropriate uses and allocations for some pastoral
leases and, recognising the chance a term pastoral lease gives them,
they are seeking such a change. In response, pastoralists are seeking
greater security. Some indicate that they see little point in investing
in and husbanding a land resource which may be taken away from them.
Amongst other things the debate which has arisen may be fostering bad
land management.
It is also important to note that when a term lease expires
compensation is only paid for a lease's improvements and not for a
pastoralist's lost way of life and the condition of the land which he
has been using. Depending upon the state the term lease system requires
that a pastoralist be given at least 7 to 30 years' notice that his
lease will not be re-issued and in doing so it establishes a strong
incentive to degrade land. Unfortunately when the ownership of arid
land is disputed outside the market place it is always the land which
loses!
The role of Government in land management
There is a general belief that all land users should act as
stewards of the land and most people consider that the Government's
land administrators should attempt to influence land use to the benefit
of society.
In the arid zone Governments try to influence land use by attaching
covenants to leases. Theoretically any lessee who fails to comply
with lease covenants should have his lease forfeited. However, although
the threat of forfeiture is used, actual forfeiture is rare and hence
the concept lacks credibility. In recognition of this the recent
inquiries in the Northern Territory, South Australia and Western
Australia have all recommended the introduction of fines for lessees
who fail to comply with lease covenants and conditons.
Like forfeiture
unless fines are imposed when covenants are breached they will lose
their credibility.
Most appropriate system
Finally I would like to conclude by observing that the control or
regulation of land use is a sensitive matter and must be able to
change with time. This necessitates an ability to periodically review
the nature of covenants attached to leases and if necessary change
them.
Any permanent form of leasehold tenure which does not enable
covenants to change must eventually lead to the development of more
general controls and, if land users want a say in how these controls
are framed, eventually to some form of local government.
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If governments are serious in their attempts to prevent land
degradation then the most efficient and, in my mind, the most appropriate
method of achieving this is to introduce a land tenure and land management
system which motivates pastoralists to conserve the lands they use.
Pastoralists can only be expected to take an interest in conserving
land for the future if they are given a permanent interest in that
future. This implies a need to grant them the security of a continuous
form of tenure and a need to immediately acquire pastoral land when a
more appropriate use is identified for it. We must expect pastoralists
to put their interests first and those of the land second.
In arid land administration, management and tenure the key words
are: 'a feel for land'; respect; credibility; competence; stewardship;
and a 'permanent interest'.
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